


















A simple nuclear-style mean field absorption/spin-orbit model for the Sivers function
of the nucleon.
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We study the production of a nonzero Sivers-like asymmetry in hadron-hadron high energy colli-
sions (Drell-Yan and single spin asymmetries). An extremely simple two-component model is built
for the intrinsic state of a quark in the projectile hadron. Before the hard event, this quark is
subject to absorbing scalar and spin-orbit local mean fields simulating interactions with the other
hadron. It is shown that, to obtain a nonzero Sivers function this way, the details of the composi-
tion of the initial state are not decisive, if the obvious condition is respected that the quark total
angular momentum ~Jq and the parent hadron spin ~Sh are co-oriented ~Jq · ~Sh > 0. With the simple
initial state used here, the relevant interaction terms are the imaginary diagonal spin-orbit ones.
Spin rotating terms, and scalar absorption, are not decisive. For x = 0 the found Sivers function




The problem of the study and measurement of T-odd distributions in hadron-hadron scattering has recently acquired
a certain relevance and quite a few related experiments have been thought or scheduled for the next ten years[1, 2, 3,
4, 5].
In particular several studies and models have been proposed for the Sivers distribution function[6]. Its possible
existence as a leading-twist distribution was demonstrated[7, 8, 9, 10] rather recently, and related[11] to previously
studied T-odd mechanisms[12, 13]. Some phenomenological forms for its (x,KT )−dependence have been extracted[14,
15, 16, 17] from available data[18, 19, 20, 21].
While studies of general properties[22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] of T-odd functions relate these functions with a wide
spectrum of phenomena, quantitative models mostly follow the general scheme suggested in [7]. A known quark-
diquark spectator model[29] is extended by including single particle (meson or gluon) exchange[30, 31, 32, 33]. In the
case of [34] the unperturbed starting model was a Bag model.
The present work is inspired by previous works on T-odd structure functions in high-energy nuclear physics[35, 36],
and by a work on nuclear-target induced polarization in Drell-Yan[37]. It uses a phenomenological scheme that is not
typical of perturbative QCD, but rather of high-energy nuclear physics.1 The added initial state interactions consist
of two terms: (i) anti-hermitean scalar interactions, (ii) anti-hermitean spin-orbit interactions. Hermitean terms have
been tested and they modify the asymmetries, however these terms alone do not produce T-odd distributions (by
definition, since they they are intrinsically T-even) and do not change the main qualitative features of the presented
results. Not to overload this work with a multi-parameter phenomenology, we have limited ourselves to terms that
are not intrinsically T-even.
We remark that a transverse spin-orbit term must be present in initial state interactions, since we know that the
transverse analyzing power of the pN elastic collision is nonzero at any measured energy, despite decreasing with
energy (see e.g [39, 40]). The effect is relevant at beam energies . 10 GeV. It decreases at increasing energy however,
so despite the following results suggest that at least a piece of a Sivers function must exist as a counterpart of the
nucleon-nucleon analysing power, this contribution can be a higher twist.
The model for both the initial “intrinsic” state of a quak in the proton, and for initial state interactions is built
in such a way to be as simple as possible. So, all the necessary functions have been chosen in Gaussian form and
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1 See e.g.[38] for a classification of the interactions between a high-energy nucleon extracted from a nucleus and the surrounding envi-
ronment, and for the way these terms modify the “intrinsic” nuclear shell structure as deduced by the momentum distribution of the
extracted proton.
2the parameter number has been reduced to the minimum necessary to explore the interesting independent physical
situations. The goal is not to reproduce precisely some phenomenology (that would be possible, as evident in the
following, since all the relevant calculations are numeric, and one could choose any suitable shape for the relevant
functions). Rather, the goal is to establish whether some ingredients are able to build a nonzero Sivers-related
asymmetry with generic features in agreement with the above quoted parameterizations[14, 15, 16, 17].
A. The matrix element and the distribution function
Contrary to the ordinary treatment of the problem, where one works on a two-point correlation operator deriving
from a set of squared one-point amplitudes (see e.g.[32]), we develop most of the work at the level of one-point
amplitudes, square them and then sum over the relevant states. We imagine, for a hadron with a given spin projection
Jy = +1/2, a two-component quark spinor (f+, f−), with f± associated with the transverse quark spin. In this
scheme, the γ+−trace normally calculated on the correlation operator simply corresponds to the sum |f+|2 + |f−|2.
This quantity is the final goal of the calculation, and the distribution functions associated to an unpolarized quark,
including the Sivers’ one, are extracted from it.
At quark level, we assume that the relevant quantity is the total angular momentum ~J , and that we have an average
correlation < ~Shadron · ~Jquark > ∼ +1/4. In other words, the quark ~J transports information on the parent hadron
spin. This piece of information, by itself, implies a nonzero transversity but not a nonzero Sivers function.
A nonzero Sivers function may only arise in presence of rescattering[7, 8], that in the Drell-Yan case means interac-
tions of the quark (before the Drell-Yan electromagnetic event) with parts of the other hadron. We reproduce these
interactions in eikonal form exp(
∫
Tˆ dξ), where Tˆ is a 2x2 space-time dependent matrix. Then we calculate the full
matrix element, affected by this operator, in a space-time representation, instead of the customary momentum space
formalism.
II. THE GENERAL FORMALISM
Let us refer all variables, where not differently specified, to the colliding hadrons center of mass. Let ~b = (bx, by),
be the quark impact parameter and ~KT = (kx, ky) the transverse momentum conjugated with it. Let P+ be the large
lightcone component of the hadron momentum, so that xP+ is the quark (+) momentum conjugated with z−.
We substitute z− with the rescaled coordinate





not to work with a singularity of the Fourier transform in the infinite momentum limit P+ → ∞.
Since the inclusive process is described here in terms of squared amplitudes, and these amplitudes are calculated
before being squared, ξ is not bound to be positive, as it happens in the ordinary two-point correlator treatment with
intermediate real-states. In that case ξ has the meaning of the distance between two points. Here it describes the
light-cone position of one of the two only.
A. Basic structure of the quark unperturbed state and insertion of initial state interactions
We represent the initial “unperturbed” quark state in the form
~ψ(ξ,~b) ≡
∫
dxd2KT ~f(x, ~KT )e
ixξei






So our hadron consists in a coherent superposition of plane wave states with given x, ~KT and transverse spin, each
with amplitude f+(x, ~KT ) or f−(x, ~KT ).
We suppose that the parent hadron has y−polarization +1/2, and that one initial state only contributes to the
final distribution function. The distribution we are looking for is
q(x, ~KT ) = |f+(x, ~KT )|2 + |f−(x, ~KT )|2 ≡ qU (x,KT ) + Kx
M
qS(x,KT ). (3)
3The Sivers function can of course be isolated by subtracting two terms like the previous one, corresponding to
opposite hadron polarizations. Here we limit ourselves to searching Kx−asymmetric terms in the above q(x, ~KT )
unpolarized quark distribution corresponding to one assigned hadron transverse polarization.
To introduce initial state interactions, we identically write ~f(x, ~KT ) as a twice iterated Fourier transform, and in
the intermediate stage we substitute each plane wave spinor by a spinor that contains the distortion due to the initial
















(where Iˆ is the identity matrix and in the last passage we have only evidentiated the piece to be modified) the free
field operator exp(ix′ξ)Iˆ is substituted by the more general matrix operator Ψˆ(x′, ξ) reproducing a field subject to
the action of initial state interactions:




dx′Ψˆ(x′, ξ)~fPW (x) (5)
More precisely, initial state interactions in eikonal approximation affect the quark light-cone path starting from ξ
= −∞ and reaching the hard interaction point ξ, along fixed impact parameter lines (see the discussion in refs.[8]
and [24], and compare the figures describing final state interactions for Deep Inelastic Scattering in ref.[7] with those
for initial state interactions in Drell-Yan in ref.[30]).
These initial state interactions are here averaged by an effective mean field containing absorbing and spin orbit


















where Tˆ is a 2x2 matrix operator.
B. The undistorted quark state
In this subsection we refer the quark spin, orbital and total angular momentum to the parent hadron rest frame.
In absence of initial state interactions, we may assume that we are able to calculate the Fourier transform eq.(2)
and write it directly as (PW means “plane wave”)
(2)PW = ~ψ(ξ,~b) ≡ φ(ξ)φ′(|b|) · |Jy = +1/2 > (7)
where our main interest is for the very simple S−wave state






but we will also consider the more complex structure











Eq.(7) reproduces a spacetime fluctuation of the hadron ground state into a quark+spectator state. For real ǫ, eq.(9)
is the impact parameter space projection of the state Y00|1/2 >y + ǫY11(θy, φy)| − 1/2 >y. Of course, other terms
may be included. We limit to these two possibilities.
Since the total hadron state is a sum of products of the states of the quark and of the spectator, the parameter ǫ
is nonzero if one accepts the possibility that (Sq, Sspect) and (Pq, Pspect) states mix at amplitude level. Also, mixing
may take place within a quasi-relativistic two-component reduction[41] of the 4-component problem (see [36] for an
4example in a context that is close to the present one). In its original form the 4-component spinor contains opposite
parity states with the same (J, Jy), to respect the opposite intrinsic parity properties of the fermion/antifermion states
jointly forming a 4-spinor. The reduced hard probe operator contains terms that mix opposite parity states in the
quark state. This is equivalent to taking from the very beginning mixed parity states.
As we see later, spin-diagonal selective interactions are able to produce a nonzero Sivers asymmetry starting from
an ǫ = 0 state, i.e. the simple S-wave state of eq.(8). So, this initial-state opposite-parity mixing is not necessary,
and 90 % or our final result discussion is devoted to the ǫ = 0 case.
The P-wave contamination does not disturb however, since in absence of initial state interactions the opposite
spin/parity terms just lead to a final contribution where they do not interfere, of quadrupole form 1 + a|ǫ|2Kx2, and
in this case ǫ may be a difficult to observe parameter, since the overall distribution will contain a scalar ρ(KT ) term
(e.g. a Gaussian) depressing large−KT event numbers. On the other side, spin-depending interactions may remix
the opposite parity terms and produce interference contributions O(ǫ). This means an impact parameter dipolar
structure, of the kind suggested in [24]. So it is anyway interesting to consider this term. We remark that a term
mixing even and odd parity states accompanying the same (1, 0) spin state (so, an added Y10 term ∝ by in eq.(9) to
save Jy = +1/2) is forbidden, since in that case one would have an observable Ky−asymmetry without initial state
interactions, and the resulting observable nonzero average ~S · ~KT would be parity-violating. The above states eqs. (8)
and (9), on the contrary, permit a nonzero Transversity (since these states transport information on the polarization
of the parent hadron) but do not allow for any ~KT−odd asymmetry, including a Sivers asymmetry, in absence of
initial state interactions.
The above states have equal Jy for the quark and the parent hadron in the hadron rest frame. More in general we
may imagine that a state where the parent hadron is fully polarized with transverse spin Sy = +1/2, corresponds to
a quark mixed configuration of the kind
a
∣∣∣|Jy = 1/2 > ∣∣∣2 + b∣∣∣|Jy = −1/2 > ∣∣∣2. (10)
For a ≈ b evidently the quark transports little or no information on the parent hadron polarization state, so it is
logically impossible to get a nonzero hadron-polarization-related function, unless some very indirect mechanism is
imagined. So, in the following we exclude this possibility. For nonzero b 6= a, the results we get must be diluted by
the factor |a − b|/(a + b). Indeed, substituting the quark |Jy = 1/2 > initial state with the quark |Jy = −1/2 >
initial state, the calculated asymmetries reverse their sign.
Concerning the functions φ(ξ), φ′(b), we simply take Gaussian shapes exp(−y2/yo2) for them and for the relevant
functions ρ(ξ) and ρ′(b) later introduced to describe initial state interactions. In practics, the underlying hadron-
quark-spectator vertex is a spacetime version of the vertex adopted in [31] (a Gaussian quark-diquark vertex).
The parameters for these gaussians are chosen not to get too unrealistic distributions. Since for x = 0 the distri-
bution is large, the above must be considered an implementation of a sea+valence state. Since the used initial state
interactions lead to a zero Sivers effect at x = 0, this is not a decisive detail. For x = 1 the parameters are tuned so
to have a small distribution value, that cannot be zero however. With a logarithmic mapping it could be possible to
produce a distribution that is zero at x = 1. This increase of complication would not be worthwhile, unless one is
interested to the x ≈ 1 region where however one is facing a completely different physics.
C. Initial state interactions
We assume that the distorting factor Dˆ ≡ exp[∫ dξTˆ (ξ,~b)] of eq.(6) does not depend on x or ~KT . This simplifies
much the calculations since it allows for transporting Dˆ out of the Fourier transform eq.(2) and applying directly it
to the function ~ψ(ξ,~b) of eq.(7).2


















In the concrete calculations, the exponential operator is approximated by a quasi-continuous product:






(1 + Tˆ dξ) (12)
Where the product starts from a negative and large enough ξ′ value where interactions may be neglected, and stops
at ξ. The Tˆ matrix is
Tˆ ≡
( −(δ + αbx) −iαby
iαby −(δ − αbx)
)
ρ(ξ)ρ′(b) (13)
Where all the coefficients are supposed to introduce reasonably small corrections, at least for KT . 3 GeV/c where
we know that any asymmetry due to initial state interactions is at most 30 %.
The O(δ) term is a scalar absorption term, associated with spreading of the quark momentum and so to damping
of the quark initial state. It assumes underlying cahotic interactions, that because of this lack of coherence deplete
any given (x, ~KT )−state without a direct coherent enhancement of another one, as it would happen in the case of a
hermitean interaction. A part of the flux lost at small KT is recovered at large KT because of diffraction, but in the
average some flux is lost from the elastic channel.
The O(α) terms are spin-orbit terms, since in a basis where Sy is diagonal, as the one we are using here, we may
write
Tˆ dξ = ρρ′
(






2, α ≡ α′x/
√
2, (15)
and remembering that, at large P+, in the hadron collision c.m. frame
Kz ≈ xP+/
√
2, Ly ≈ −Kzbx, Lx ≈ Kzby, Lz << Lx, Ly, (16)
(here ~L is referred to the hadron collision c.m. frame) the above may be rewritten as
Tˆ dξ = ρρ′
(
− δ′KzIˆ − α′~L · ~σ
)
dz− (17)
and we see that Tˆ contains a scalar absorption term plus a spin-orbit term.
Since it appears in a real exponential (without an explicit factor “i” in the argument), for real α the spin-orbit
term is a anti-hermitean one. For imaginary α, it is hermitean. Since by definition the latter cannot produce T−odd
effects, we have focussed our attention on the case of real α. This corresponds to the nuclear physics case of an
imaginary spin-orbit potential. More in general, we will have a complex potential, able to introduce T−odd effects if
its imaginary part is nonzero. Aiming at studying the simplest possible case, we limit to a pure anti-hermitean term.
With the parameter values here assumed (see below), the combined action of nonzero δ and α is such as to produce
absorption through all the region affected by serious initial state interactions. This absorption is spin-orbit-selective.
The functions ρ(ξ), ρ′(b) have been chosen with gaussian form, and their widths satisfy the conditions: ρ(ξ) ≈
|φ(ξ)|2, ρ′(b) ≈ |φ′(b)|2. This is motivated by the following facts: (i) initial state interactions cannot take place too
far from the hard quark-antiquark vertex; (ii) the projectile and the target are supposed to have similar shapes; (iii)
in terms of the longitudinal rescaled quantity ξ = P+z−, leading twist effects (if any) must take place over a finite ξ
range in the scaling limit P+ →∞; if they are next-to-leading, at any finite P+ for which they assume a non-negligible
value they take place over a finite (scale-dependent) ξ range; (iv) since we assume that initial state interactions have
uncoherent character, the φ(..) functions are wavefunctions, while the ρ(..) functions are densities ∼ |φ(..)|2.
The choice of using all gaussian functions, with correlated sizes, is aimed to simplicity and to reducing the number of
independent parameters. In nuclear physics (see e.g.[37] and [38]) spin-orbit terms are stronger at the target surface,
rather than inside. But this cannot be decisive for arriving to a nonzero Sivers function or for its magnitude.








FIG. 1: The q(x,Kx) distribution function for Kx = 0, as a function of x. Kx is the component of ~KT orthogonal to the initial
hadron polarization ~S ∝ yˆ. For the parameter values, see the beginning of the “Results” section in the text.
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FIG. 2: Kx−dependence of the quark distribution q(x,Kx) for x = 0.6. The asymmetry is evidentiated by the logarithmic
plot.
III. RESULTS
All calculations refer to Ky = 0, so in the following only the Kx−dependence appears explicitly.
Figures 1 to 4 have been calculated with ǫ = 0. This means no P−wave contamination. Nonzero ǫ values have
been considered in figures 5 and 6.
The other parameters have the same values in all figures 1 to 6, and their list follows:
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FIG. 3: Kx−distribution of the asymmetry (q+ − q−)/(q+ + q−) for x = 0.6.












FIG. 4: Asymmetry (q+ − q−)/(q+ + q−) as a function of x for Kx = 4. At this Kx we have the peak value of the asymmetry,
for each x.
For the gaussian function/density widths:
φ(ξ): ∆ξ = 3.5. ρ(ξ): ∆ξ = 2. φ′(b): ∆b = 0.9. ρ′(b): ∆b = 0.6.
This means two independent parameters only, since we have ρ(ξ) ≈ |φ(ξ)|2 and ρ′(b) ≈ |φ′(b)|2
For the interaction matrix: δ = 0.2, α = 0.1.
These mean an overall 20 % reduction of the quark distribution forKT = 0, entirely due to the parameter δ. At large
KT on the contrary the distribution is enhanced. The spin-orbit parameter α produces local flux modifications with
zero ~b−average. The Fourier transform for Kx = 0 is not sensible to these. For nonzero Kx, α produces asymmetry.
In fig.1 we show the distribution function q(x,Kx) for Kx = 0 in the x−range (0,1).








FIG. 5: The same as in the previous figure, for ǫ = 0.3.
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FIG. 6: Non-normalizedKx−dependence of the quark distribution q(x,Kx) for x= 0.6 and ǫ= 10 (vector spectator dominance).
In fig.2 we show the corresponding Kx−distribution q(x,Kx) for x = 0.6. A logarithmic plot has been chosen to
evidentiate the large−Kx asymmetry, caused by a nonzero α.
In fig.3 we show the asymmetry A ≡ (q+ − q−)/(q+ + q−), for x = 0.6, as a function of Kx in the Kx range (0,5)
GeV/c. With q± we mean q(x,±|Kx|).
In fig.4 we show the same asymmetry for fixed Kx = 4 GeV/c (i.e. at its peak value) as a function of x.
Many more (not shown) distributions and asymmetries have been produced changing the values of all the above
parameters. The result is that figs.1 to 4 are general enough and contain all the relevant qualitative features of the
found asymmetries. By tuning parameter values, the asymmetry may be made larger/smaller, and its peak may be
9shifted towards larger/smaller x or Kx.
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Summarizing the general properties deduced by systematic parameter tuning activity we find:
1) For small values of the parameters δ, α (both ≤ 0.2) one already obtains peak values of the asymmetry
|A(x,Kmax)| ∼ 1 (see fig.4). This is however reached at Kx & 4 GeV/c, where experimental data would easily
present large error bars making it difficult to distinguish between e.g. 60 % and 30 % asymmetries.4 For Kx up to
3 GeV/c the asymmetry is smaller than 30 %, i.e. much smaller than the peak value. A consequence of the use of
gaussian shapes is the presence of this rather pronounced peak at large Kx, that however would have scarce influence
on an event-weighted asymmetry (dominated by Kx ≈ 1÷2 GeV/c).
2) Changing the gaussian distribution parameters it is possible to change the shape of the asymmetries, so to have
the peak asymmetry e.g. at 3 GeV/c. This would be far from anything observed up to now (compare with the fits by
refs.[14, 15, 16, 17]).
3) For Kx > 5 GeV/c, we find oscillations near zero, that could be of numeric origin. The fast decrease immediately
following the peak at Kx = 4 GeV/c is however stable with respect to changes of the numerical parameters (number
of integration points, integration range cutoffs).
4) Asymmetries obtained via anti-hermitean spin-orbit terms are zero at x = 0. |A(x,Kmax)| increases with x up
to a maximum and then decreases at larger x, seemingly to reach zero at the unphysical value x = ∞. The fact that
the asymmetry is always zero for x = 0 is a consequence of the symmetries of the model, and of the fact that the x =
0 component of the Fourier transform is just a plain ξ−average. In other words, this property is a consequence of the
long-wavelength character of a small−x probe on the peculiar structure built here. If here, where we have assumed
an x−independent set of parameters, we get an xn law for the small−x behavior of the asymmetries at any fixed Kx,
with n = n(Kx), a more precise treatment of spin-orbit terms would probably lead to a larger value of n(Kx). Indeed,
accordingly to eqs.(14-17), the spin-orbit potential is O(x) at small x in the eikonal spproximation. More in general
it is reasonable to imagine that a wee parton has comparatively small Lx and Ly in the hadron collision c.m. frame,
and so negligible spin-orbit interactions.
5) Alone, a nonzero δ is not able to produce a Sivers-like asymmetry, also for nonzero ǫ. Nonzero α is required. On
the other side, α does produce asymmetry for δ = 0 too, but this implies an unphysical local increase of particle flux.
With the chosen coefficients we have spin-selective absorption, but anyway absorption, with the exception of large−b
regions where initial interactions are suppressed by ρ(b).
6) A nonzero ǫ . 0.5 has the effect of reducing the asymmetry effect, without changing the overall asymmetry shape
reported in figs. 3 and 4. Very roughly the asymmetry is reduced by an amount |ǫ|. An example is given in fig.5,
where the same asymmetry distribution presented in fig.4 is shown, but calculated with ǫ = 0.3. For ǫ = 1 (opposite
quark-parity states present in similar amounts in the initial state) the largest asymmetry value is 10 %. For ǫ >>
1 we have P-wave dominance and the Kx−event distribution assumes the obvious shape shown in fig.6 (calculated
with ǫ = 10). At the distribution peaks of fig.6 the asymmetry is ∼ 5 % and has the same sign of the small−Kx
S-wave-dominated asymmetry (and of the previous figures). In the distribution tails Kx > 3 GeV/c the asymmetry
reverses its sign. To analyse in detail situations where ǫ & 1 one should however introduce a more realistic different
radius for the S−wave and the P−wave distributions.
7) The nondiagonal terms of the interaction matrix eq.(14) have practically no role. I.e., removing the diagonal
±αbx terms from the interaction matrix produces immediately zero asymmetry, while removing the ±iαby terms, or
changing their sign, only produces negligible changes in the asymmetry shape of figs. 3 and 4. This is also true for
nonzero small or large ǫ.
The role of the αbx terms may be understood if one approximates the action of the damping potential in a
homogeneous form. Then a nonzero α (together with a nonzero δ) means that the two components a+ and a−











Evidently at large negative values of the product ξbx we have dominance of the spin state (1, 0), and the opposite
at large positive ξbx. This asymmetry is detected by the exp(−iKxbx) Fourier transform.
3 We refer to reasonable parameter values only. E.g., there is no hint in the literature of unpolarized Kx−integrated distribution functions
being strongly affected by initial state interactions.
4 For asymmetries over 30 % the error is given by the error on the less populated of the two subsets in comparison. E.g. with total
population 300 event, 33 % asymmetry means 100 vs 200 events. A fluctuation like 50 vs 250, leading the asymmetry to 66 %, is quite
easy. In a restricted x− range like (0.2 − 0.3) in the valence region, to collect much more than 300 events with PT > 4 GeV/c is not
trivial.
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Introducing further approximations (substituting the gaussian functions with simple cutoffs of the integration
ranges, and taking δ = 0) shows that the so simplified problem enjoys a kind of b · ξ invariance. As a consequence,
any time a parameter is changed so to decrease the ∆x range of the asymmetry, it also increases the corresponding
∆Kx range and viceversa. A systematic parameter tuning work confirms that this property is approximately present
in the full model.
Some final observations:
The author of this work has remarked in [28] that damping terms in initial state interactions contribute producing
T-odd distributions, so he cannot claim surprise for the results of this simple calculation. What is however surprising
is the non-effectiveness of the nondiagonal terms in the Tˆ matrix. Since one cannot exclude that this is due to the
exaggerated level of symmetry contained in the here used unperturbed state, a deeper study needs to be devoted to
this point.
Also, one cannot exclude that a more complicated structure of initial states may lead to Kx−asymmetries in
presence of spin− independent initial state interactions. This is what happened e.g. in refs.[35, 36], where a T-odd
structure was produced in presence of a spin-independent (final state) interaction.5 In that case however, the effect
of final state interactions was not spin independent, despite their hamiltonian was. This was due to the elaborate
shell-model structure of the initial states. E.g., in [35] it was possible to get an asymmetry from 12C, but not from
16O (fully filled P3/2 and P1/2 shells in the latter case, only P3/2 in the former).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing, starting from the assumption that the quark total angular momentum is dominantly oriented as the
parent hadron spin, it is easy to build a Sivers-like asymmetry via mean field initial state interactions of imaginary
spin-orbit kind. With these interations, a nonzero Sivers function is present also starting from a simple Sy = 1/2
S-wave ground state for the quark.
Phenomenological interactions of this kind are known in high-energy nuclear physics. For values of the parameters
such as to guarantee a small overall effect of initial state interactions (≈ 20 % distribution damping at small KT )
the qualitative x,Kx−distribution of the calculated asymmetries follows the typical pattern proposed by widespread
parameterizations.
The employed quark ground state has the features of a joint valence+sea state. Despite this, the predicted asym-
metries are zero at x = 0.
In the chosen interaction matrix, the only effective terms are the (spin-orbit selective) diagonal absorption ones. In
other words, spin rotating interactions are not decisive. Also, spin-independent absorption alone is not sufficient. It
is not possible however to exclude that the no-effectiveness of these terms is related to the excess of simplicity of the
initial configuration (a pure state).
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